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for Re-Ranking Image Search Results
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for image
re-ranking in web image search applications. The proposed
method focuses on investigating the following two mechanisms: 1)
Visual consistency. In most web image search cases, the images
that closely related to the search query are visually similar. These
visually consistent images which occur most frequently in the first
few web pages will be given higher ranks. 2) Visual saliency. From
visual aspect, it is obvious that salient images would be easier to
catch users’ eyes, and it is observed that these visually salient
images in the front pages are often relevant to the user’s query.
By integrating the above two mechanisms, our method can effi-
ciently re-rank the images from search engines and obtain a more
satisfactory search result. Experimental results on a real-world
web image dataset demonstrate that our approach can effectively
improve the performance of image retrieval.

Index Terms—Random walk, re-ranking, visual consistency, vi-
sual saliency.

I. INTRODUCTION

I MAGE search on the Web is of increasing importance in our
daily life. Currently, many search engines have been devel-

oped to provide image search services on the Internet [1], [2].
However, since most of these search engines are mainly built
on text-based search, many of the image research results are un-
satisfactory or even irrelevant to the query. Although recently
some search engines such as Google and Bing have introduced
content-based retrieval, it is only served as a complement to tex-
tual search and the performance improvement is still limited.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop new algorithms to refine
(or re-rank) the resulting images from the existing search en-
gines so that more satisfactory search results can be obtained.

Several researches have been done in image-based search re-
sult refinement. Some methods try to introduce visual informa-
tion of images to refine textual search results. Fergus et al. [3]
proposed to use the object class model to filter the output of
image search engines when searching object categories. Berg et
al. [4] developed a visual-information-based system to collect a
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large number of animal pictures from the web. However, these
methods require a specific model for the corresponding query or
concept in advance, so they are impractical for large-scale ap-
plications.

Other works consider the visual consistency of images and
emphasize images which occur frequently in the search results
from the search engine [5]–[7]. These approaches are based on
the observation that the images related to the query are often
visually similar while images that are unrelated to the search
query usually look different from each other. Although the idea
of considering visual consistency is pretty reasonable, the prob-
lems of how to define image similarity and how to efficiently
incorporate image consistency are still challenging problems.
Furthermore, since visual consistency still has its limitations
in some scenarios, using visual consistency alone may not be
enough and other mechanisms need to be introduced for ob-
taining satisfactory search results. Therefore, in this paper, we
propose a new framework which can efficiently integrate image
consistency as well as other mechanisms. We also propose a
new random-walk-based method to integrate the different mech-
anisms for obtaining the final refined results.

As one of the most important phenomena in biological
vision, visual attention mechanism has been studied by re-
searchers in physiology, psychology, and computer vision
[8]–[10]. Recently, some visual attention models have been
applied in improving the performance of image retrieval [11],
[12]. These approaches use visual attention maps to extract
regions of interest (ROI) from the image. In our study, what we
are concerned with are not the salient regions in one image, but
salient images in a group of images. When users browse the
result pages returned by an image search engine, they are more
likely attracted by the thumbnails which have salient object(s),
or high contrast region(s) in color and intensity. Such an as-
sumption is extended from the basic principles of human visual
attention: regions that have distinctive colors or patterns should
be of high saliency, which are supported by psychological
evidences [13], [14]. To the best of our understanding, there is
still no work that introduces visual attention models into image
re-ranking. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new visual
attention model and incorporate it into image re-ranking.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows: 1) We propose a new framework which integrates visual
saliency and visual consistency for image re-ranking. 2) We in-
troduce visual attention into image re-ranking and develop a
new model for detecting salient images (i.e., images with more
visual attention). 3) A new random-walk-based method is pro-
posed to integrate the re-ranking results from different mecha-
nisms for obtaining the final refined results.

1520-9210/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Proposed re-ranking process based on visual saliency and visual con-
sistency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II illus-
trates the basic idea and the framework of our re-ranking algo-
rithm. Section III describes the visual saliency model and the
application of this model for re-ranking images. Section IV de-
scribes the image similarity model and the application of this
model for re-ranking image. Section V describes the random-
walk-based method for integrating different mechanisms and
obtaining final results. Section VI shows the experimental re-
sults and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. BASIC IDEA AND FRAMEWORK OF THE ALGORITHM

The framework of our re-ranking method is shown in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1, a query is first submitted to one of the existing search
engines. The search engine will return the resulting images,
some of which are unsatisfactory to the users. The target of the
proposed algorithm is to refine or re-rank these resulting images
so that more relevant images are displayed first and less relevant
images will be moved to the end or discarded.

In our algorithm, the images returned from the search engines
are first examined by our proposed saliency model (i.e., the vi-
suals attention model) which is trained by some datasets. Im-
ages with different saliencies will be given different “relevance
scores” for later re-ranking. The introduction of saliency mecha-
nism (or visual attention) is based on the following observation:
When users browse the resulting images, they are more likely
attracted by the thumbnails which have a salient object, distinc-
tive foreground, or a region with high contrasts in a clearly vi-
sual way. Furthermore, these visually salient images in the front
pages are often more relevant to the user’s query. Therefore,
these images should have high ranks in the refined result.

At the same time, the similarities among images from the
search engine are also calculated. This is based on the ob-
servation that saliency-based re-ranking results may contain
some “noises” (i.e., some salient but irrelevant images). Intro-
ducing image similarity (i.e., visual consistency) can efficiently
filter these noise images by emphasizing the more frequently
occurred images and disregarding less frequently occurred
images. Finally, a random-walk-based method is used to obtain
the final refined results.

Fig. 2. Some sample images in our image database. Usually, images in (a) are
more likely to attract humans’ attention than images in (b). We call the former
salient images and the latter cluttered images. (a) Salient images. (b) Cluttered
images.

In the following sections, we will first describe the saliency
model for examining images and then describe the application
of visual consistency for filtering the noise images.

III. MULTISCALE VISUAL SALIENCY MODEL

In this section, we describe our proposed saliency model to
examine images. Each image examined by the saliency model
will be given a “relevance score” which reflects the relevance of
the image from the saliency point of view. That is, a relevance
score can measure how good a retrieved result is with regard to
the information needed. It encompasses topical relevance and
other concerns of the user such as low-level visual stimulus.
Given an image , its relevance score can be calculated by the
saliency model as in (1):

(1)

where is the relevance score for image , are the
features for , and represent the labels of two image
classes that we defined and and repre-
sent the probability that image belongs to the class and

, respectively. and are described as follows.
Salient Image Class : Images in this class contain salient

object(s) or high contrast region(s) in color and intensity. Some
example images are shown in Fig. 2(a).

Cluttered Image Class : Images in this class are of
lower quality in that they may have major occlusion, serious
noise, background clutter, or some other faults (i.e., it is hard to
separate the main object from the background). Some example
images are shown in Fig. 2(b).

Normally, if an image has higher probability of belonging
to the salient image class, it will have larger relevance value.
Similarly, an image with larger probability of belonging to the
cluttered image class will have smaller relevance value. By dif-
ferentiating these two classes, we can have an efficient model
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Fig. 3. Using the multiscale saliency model for calculating the relevance value.

for evaluating the image relevance. Furthermore, since we as-
sume the dataset contains equal numbers of salient images and
cluttered ones, and are the same and they can
be dropped from equations. In the implementation, the numbers
of salient image and cluttered image in our datasets are equal.
Therefore, (1) can be re-written as

(2)

Fig. 3 shows the process of calculating the relevance value.
In Fig. 3, the features of an image are first extracted. These
features are separated into different sets based on four visual fea-
tures and three scale levels. Then each feature set is processed
separately by the models that are trained from the pre-labeled
salient/cluttered image training set. Finally, these separately-
processed feature set results are fused together to create the final
relevance value . In the following, we will describe
our selection of features and the calculation of in
detail.

A. Features for Describing Images

As mentioned, in our saliency model, features of an image are
separated into different sets based on different visual features
and scale levels. That is, an image is represented by multiple
images with different scales and in each scale level, multiple
feature sets with four visual features are extracted. The multi-
scale representation as well as the feature selection in each scale
level are described in the following.

There are two reasons for using the multiscale representation:
1) Multiscale representation can give a more precise descrip-
tion of the image content. 2) In most situations, people judge
the relevance of search results by the thumbnails and then click
the thumbnails to see if the corresponding images are relevant.
Therefore, normally both the small-size thumbnail images and
their corresponding large-size regular images need to be con-
sidered when evaluating relevance scores. In this paper, we use

Gaussian pyramidal representation [15] as the multiscale repre-
sentation. However, it should be noted that the framework of
our algorithm is general and other multiscale representations
can also be easily used. The Gaussian pyramidal representation
can be described as

(3)

where is the original image and is the th scale
level of the pyramid. is the Gaussian kernel function. In
our implementation, is set to be 512 and three scale levels are
created using Gaussian pyramids.

In each scale level, we extract the same features. In this paper,
we extract the following four feature sets:

1) Color feature set. From Fig. 2, we note that the color spa-
tial distributions of salient images are more concentrated
than those of cluttered ones. In a salient image, colors of
the object are less likely to be found in the background,
while colors in a cluttered image are often scattered.
Therefore, the feature of global color spatial distribu-
tion can be used to distinguish salient image class and
cluttered image class. Color moments [16] is a useful
and convenient feature in describing the color distribu-
tion of an image. We calculate three moments for each
of the three channels in color space and aggre-
gate the features into one feature vector.

2) Edge feature set. Since salient images often have clear
backgrounds, the objects are placed in sharp edges.
Therefore, we expect the edges in salient images to
be clustered near the center of the image, where the
objects are usually found. Edge direction histogram
[17] is a simple yet effective way to characterize shape
information of an object. Thus, it is used as another
feature set for describing images.

3) Texture feature set. Similarly, we also expect the tex-
ture information to be meaningful enough to differen-
tiate a clear background from a cluttered one. In the im-
plementation, we use the local binary pattern represen-
tation [18].

4) Visual saliency (VS) feature set. For the feature of VS,
we mainly take into account the contrasts in color and in-
tensity. Adopting Itti’s visual attention model [14], we
get three groups of maps for one intensity channel and
two color channels, respectively. Since people usually
pay more attention to the regions near the center of the
image, each map is covered by , which is a normal-
ized Gaussian template. The final VS vector is formed
by concatenating the features of all contrast maps.

After obtaining the multiscale representation of features, we
can assume that the four feature sets are independent (no matter
within the same scale level or in different levels). Then the rel-
evance value can be rewritten as

(4)

where denotes the th feature set in the ’s scale.
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B. Calculating the Final Relevance Value

We can further extend (4) to a more generalized form, as
in (5):

(5)

where is the relevance value from the th feature set in
the ’s scale and is the weight for fusing different .
For example, in the case of (4), and

. However, it should be noted that
and are not limited to the above values and other

forms can also be incorporated to calculate the relevance value
. In the experiments, is calculated by the

following equation:

(6)

where is the relevance value for the th feature set from
all scale levels (i.e., ) and is the
weight for . is the confidence value which is calcu-
lated by radial basis function support vector machine (SVM).
We train these SVMs on the pre-labeled salient/cluttered image,
as in Fig. 3. The fusion parameter is set as different values
to balance the importance between different feature sets. The
values of are determined by cross-validation [19]. Actu-
ally, this process can also be viewed as late fusion process [20],
where is first calculated for different feature sets and
then fused by the weighting factor .

In this section, the image relevance has been calculated from
the saliency point of view. Although visual saliency can pro-
vide an effective way to measure the image relevance, it still has
limitations and may wrongly evaluate some irrelevant image as
high-relevant images. Therefore, it is also necessary to intro-
duce other mechanisms for providing a more satisfactory result.
In the next section, we will describe the mechanism of using vi-
sual consistencies for measuring image relevance.

IV. VISUAL CONSISTENCY MEASURING

The visual consistency mechanism is based on the similarity
measure between images. In order to calculate the similarities,
one popular way is to concatenate various feature sets into a long
feature vector and then calculate the distance accordingly. How-
ever, the high dimension vector will cause time-consuming cal-
culation. In this paper, we adopt a dynamic late fusion strategy
[21] for similarity measuring. The method weights the impor-
tance of different features based on the variance of image simi-
larities. For each feature, the variance is achieved by all image
similarities within the image set. The method is favorable to
assign larger weights to features which are good at discrim-
inating images. This assumption is similar to the basic prin-
ciple of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [22] which treats
low-variance intra-class features as important features. More-
over, since we calculate the similarity values based on features
with different distributions and ranges, the variance is used as a
weighting and normalizing factor. The proposed similarity mea-
sure between the images and is calculated as follows:

(7)

where is the total number of features, is the similarity
variance of all images for the th feature within this image set.

is the similarity between and for the th feature,
achieved by computing their Euclidean distance. When calcu-
lating the similarity in (7), we extract four global features used
in Section III and two local features: histogram of edge orien-
tations gradients (HoG) [23] and Principal component Analysis
of Census Transform histograms (PACT) [24].

Based on the relevance value from the visual saliency and the
similarity measure from the visual consistency, we can integrate
these two mechanisms and develop a new image re-ranking algo-
rithm. The proposed random-walk-based method for integrating
the two mechanisms is described in the following section.

In this paper, the visual saliency and similarity are integrated
for improving the performance of image retrieval. For com-
paring the results, we also do the experiments with visual simi-
larity alone. We use the feature density estimation [25] for eval-
uating the relevance of similarity. The relevance can be written
as

(8)

where is a normalization factor and is the simi-
larity between and . The category represents the whole
set of images returned as a result of a specific query. The images
within each category will be re-ranked in descending order ac-
cording to their relevance value.

V. RANDOM-WALK-BASED INTEGRATING METHOD

Since the values achieved by visual saliency and consistency
represent the relevance of image at different granularity, it can
be expected that their combination can provide a more com-
prehensive description. A straightforward strategy to combine
these two mechanisms is to fuse both measures by a linear model
[26]. However, since they reflect image relevance from different
points of view, using the linear model may not be able to obtain
satisfactory results. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to use
the random walk [6] for integrating the two mechanisms. Our in-
tuition is that the random walk method can effectively balance
different aspects through the iteration process.

Algorithm 1: The entire process of the proposed re-ranking
method

Input: The N images returned by image
search engines for a certain query.

Output: Re-ranking results.

1) For the set of images, extract features for different scales;

2) Calculate the relevance score for input images;

3) Calculate the similarity measure between any two images;

4) Let be the similarity matrix of the th feature in the
relevance graph, ;

5) ;

6) repeat
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Fig. 4. Relevance graph of random walk process to refine saliency-based
re-ranking results.

7)

8) until converge

9) Re-rank the images in descending order by estimated
above.

In our method, the random walk process is performed over a
relevance graph to boost the performance of image re-ranking.
Given the N images returned by image search
engines, we construct a graph with nodes being the image rel-
evance values from the saliency mechanism and edges being
the similarity measures from the consistency mechanism, as
Fig. 4 illustrates. It is assumed that the graph has n nodes, each
node corresponds to one image in the search result set, and the
value of each node is its initial saliency relevance score. Tran-
sition matrix is to govern the transition of random walk
process. Its element denotes the transition probability
from node to node . In addition, should be row nor-
malized to 1:

(9)

where is the similarity measure between images and
from the consistency mechanism.

Then the proposed random-walk-based integrating method
can be described as

(10)

where indicates the integrated score of node at itera-
tion , is the relevance score from the saliency mecha-
nism in (5), and is the trade-off parameter with the aim to bal-
ance the saliency and similarity relevance. In the experiments,
the value of is set to 0.5.

The first term in (10) includes the state probabilities of node
’s neighbors and their corresponding transition probabilities.

The second term is the initial saliency score for node . We
update (10) recursively until all nodes in the graph converge.
The stationary state probability of the random walk process is
regarded as the final relevance score for the image. Re-ranking
results are obtained by sorting the images according to their rel-
evance scores in descending order.

TABLE I
SIXTY QUERY KEYWORDS

TABLE II
FUSION PARAMETER OF �

Fig. 5. Detection performance (AP) of four visual features and the combination
of them. Orange denotes the AP values in the single-scale and blue shows the
fusion results of three scale levels. It is noted that the AP of combination is much
better than those of the four independent features.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present experimental results of the pro-
posed image re-ranking algorithm. We will first show results of
the saliency model and then show results of the entire re-ranking
algorithm which integrate both the saliency model and the con-
sistency model. For these experiments, we build two datasets:

1) Image Set A: In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the saliency model, we construct a database of 6000 im-
ages, in which 3000 are for training, 1500 for validating,
and 1500 for testing. These images are downloaded from
a variety of sources, mostly from web photo albums and
image search engines.

2) Image Set B: We have also collected a set of 38 274
images using Google and Yahoo Image Search on 60
query keywords. To facilitate the performance evalua-
tion, we only use non-ambiguous concepts. The key-
words of these queries, which include objects, scenes,
and actions, are listed in Table I.

A. Experimental Results of the Multiscale Saliency Model

As in (1), since the saliency model is based on two classes,
salient image class and cluttered image class, the image classifi-
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Fig. 6. The re-ranking results of the four web image search queries on “bird”, “mountain”, “running”, and “cityscape”. The first five images of each query (left)
are more salient than the last five pictures (right).

cation results will be a good way to test the effectiveness of the
model. This is because if an image is classified as a salient one
with higher confidence, it normally has higher relevance score
and higher ranks. Therefore, we manually label all the images
of Image Set A into one of the two classes and compare the clas-
sification results on the testing set.

The classification can be performed as

if
if

(11)
where is the same as in (6) and is a threshold. In our
experiments, is set to be 0. The fusion parameter in (6)
is listed in Table II. is determined by cross validation for
balancing the importance among different feature sets.

As mentioned, our saliency model is based on the combina-
tion of four feature sets: color feature set, edge feature set, tex-
ture feature set, and VS feature set. In order to show the effect of
each feature set, we perform classifications based on these fea-
ture sets, respectively, and compare them with the result which
combines all the four feature sets. The average precision is com-
pared to evaluate the classification results. The results are shown
in Fig. 5. We can see that all of the feature sets have good pre-
cision results while the combination of all features obviously
has the best result. This demonstrates that our proposed saliency
model is effective in differentiating saliency of the image.

Furthermore, since the saliency model can examine each
image and give it a saliency score, this score can also be used
for image re-ranking with higher score images ranked at the
top. This re-ranking result can be an effective way to evaluate
the efficiency of our saliency model. Therefore, we perform
another experiment. In this experiment, we directly use the
saliency model to re-rank the images retrieved from an image
search engine. We type the keywords “bird”, “mountain”,
“running”, and “cityscape” in Google image search engine and
re-rank the first 50 returned images using our approach. Fig. 6
shows the first five images of each query (left) and the last
five pictures (right) after re-ranking. It is noticeable that more
salient images are ranked at the top with our saliency model.

Fig. 7. Mean precision of the first � images.

Finally, we perform an eye-tracking experiment to verify our
assumption in Section I and to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the saliency model. Eye movements are recorded by Tobii T120
Eye Tracker. The eye-tracker records the position and duration
of eye movements when navigating the images. In this experi-
ment we use 20 queries in Image Set B. For each query, the first
200 images are re-ranked based on their saliency. In our algo-
rithm, the images with higher saliency value will be ranked at the
top. We put the first ten images after re-ranking as salient images
and the last ten images as cluttered images. So for each query
we obtain 20 images, which are resized to 128 128 (close to
the size of thumbnails returned by image search engines). Then
these 20 images are put randomly in a picture of 4 5 arrays.

A total of 22 participants took part in the experiment, in-
cluding 14 males and 8 females. They have normal vision and
have no knowledge of the experimental purpose. They are pre-
sented with a sequence of the 20 pictures for 4 s each, separated
by displays of a blank screen for 3 s. The participants are not
informed of what category will be displayed and are not given
any specific tasks except being asked simply to look at the im-
ages. The eye-tracker records the first images ( is from 1 to
8) they look at. We compute the proportion of salient images in
the first images and the results (mean precision) are showed
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Fig. 8. Comparison of original image search results (Baseline), similarity-based re-ranking (Sim), saliency-based re-ranking (Sal), and our fusion results (Entire)
for each query keyword.

in Fig. 7. It is noticed that the mean precisions are above 70%
when is smaller than 6. We believe such a result verifies the
assumption that when users browse the result pages returned by
an image search engine, they are more likely attracted by salient
images than by cluttered ones.

B. Experimental Results for Integrating Both Saliency and
Consistency Mechanisms

In the previous experiment, only the saliency mechanism is
evaluated. In this section, we will evaluate the performance of
our entire algorithm which integrates both visual saliency and
consistency.

The entire re-ranking method is evaluated on a diversified
dataset (Image Set B). These images are first categorized
into three classes: “Good”, “Intermediate”, and “Irrelevant”
according to the judgment of three independent participants.
Then we evaluate the re-ranking results by labeling the images
into one of these predefined classes and calculate their average
precision. These classes are defined as follows [5].

Good images: good examples which are related to the
query and contain salient object(s) or high contrast re-
gion(s).
Intermediate images: images that are in some way related
to the query, but of lower quality in that they may have
major occlusion, serious noise, background clutter, or
some other faults.
Irrelevant images: images that are totally unrelated to the
query.

As the purpose of re-ranking is to give higher ranks for good
images, when computing AP, good images are put as positive
class, while intermediate and irrelevant images are put as nega-
tive classes. To reduce labeling inconsistency, we combine the
results of the three participants and choose the median of the
judged relevance as the ground truth label. Four methods are
compared:

1) the original ranking given by the image search engines.
(Baseline in Fig. 8 and Table III);

2) re-ranking the images using the similarity alone. (Sim in
Fig. 8 and Table III);

TABLE III
MEAN AP OVER ALL CONCEPTS

3) re-ranking the images only using the saliency model.
(Sal in Fig. 8 and Table III);

4) re-ranking the images by our entire algorithm which in-
tegrates both the saliency and consistency mechanisms.
(Entire in Fig. 8 and Table III).

Since most users only focus their attention on the first few
pages of the returned results, we choose the top 200 images
of each query for the experiments. The average precision value
in top 40 re-ranking results is used to evaluate the
performance. As space is limited, we show part of the results
in Fig. 8. Since there are objects, scenes, and actions in the 60
queries, we arbitrarily select the queries from each of the three
classes. From Fig. 8, we can note that both our saliency-based
method and our entire method can give better results than the
baseline while the entire method obviously performs the best.

Furthermore, several quantitative comparison results are
shown in Table III. and denote using
the saliency-based and the entire method, respectively, in the
top 200 images of each query. and
denote choosing the top 100 images for the experiments.
Table III indicates that integrating the visual consistency is very
effective in removing the noise images from the saliency-based
results and further improves the results. Fig. 9 presents some
examples of the original results from the search engine as well
the re-ranked results by our entire method. The effectiveness of
our algorithm can be obviously observed in Fig. 9.

We build the web image dataset from Google and Yahoo
Image Search on 60 queries. It can be seen that the values of
the baseline decrease gradually from to
in Table III. This indicate an increase of negative examples when
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the original image search results (top) and the re-ranked results (bottom) by our entire algorithm. The search keywords for (a), (b), and (c)
are “bee”, “plains”, and “riding”, respectively.

more images are returned by these commercial search engines.
It is also noticed that the values of , , and

are lower than those of , , and
. We choose the top 200 images of each query for

the experiments, the performance of which is significantly lower
than that of the top 100 images.

As is shown in Fig. 8, the saliency-based re-ranking results
are better than the baseline on most queries except for a few
queries such as “owl” and “umbrella”. The lower performances
on these queries are because the search results contain lots of
“noisy” images (i.e., salient but irrelevant images). However, by
using our proposed method which integrates both the saliency
and the consistency mechanisms, the results for these queries
can be further improved.

In Table III, we also list the experimental results by only using
visual similarity and without using visual saliency. It shows that
we cannot get satisfactory re-ranking result by using visual sim-
ilarity alone. Although there is slight improvement in
than the baseline, is much worse than the baseline.
The reasons may be as follows: the images in real-world web
image dataset have large intra-class variations and there may be
lots of noisy images. The visual similarity is effective in our
proposed new framework which integrates visual saliency and
visual consistency. However, if we only use visual similarity to
re-rank the images, it would be too simple and not robust to deal
with the large intra-class variances. Since such re-ranking on the
basis of similarity is to some extent similar to clustering, it is dif-
ficult to control the center of the clusters by only using visual
similarity. As shown in Fig. 8, for some queries such as “desert”
and “riding”, since the noise cluster are ranked at the top, the
re-ranking results will be severely affected in the visual-simi-
larity-based method. Therefore, it further verifies the effective-
ness of including our proposed saliency model for re-ranking.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new re-ranking approach which in-
tegrates visual saliency and visual consistency mechanisms. The
experimental results on a real-world web image dataset show
that our approach can effectively detect the visually salient and
consistent images and greatly improve user experiences. It is
worth noting that in order to facilitate performance evaluation,
we have only tested non-ambiguous concepts. In the future, we
will extend the proposed method to deal with ambiguous con-
cepts. Besides, the perceptual visual quality should be taken into
account for image re-ranking. The images with higher saliency
and higher quality will be ranked at the top.
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